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INT-RODUCTION

Joule-Thomson cryostats with reservoirs that rfit with liquid cryogen have been under
development for applications where extended cooling is needed after gas flow has been stopped
and for applications in space where the pressure in the reservoir can be reduced to provide
temperatures below the triple point temperature of the cryogen. Two methods have been used to
fill the reservoir. First is to cool the outside of the reservoir with the JT flow stream and
condense gas from a separate supply bottle. Second is to have the IT flow fill the reservoir
directly. In order to retain the cryogen in the reservoir and then transfer heat to it Mith minimum
temperature rise, it is necessary to have a special packing in the reservoir.

This paper describes an experimental cryostat which was designed for use with Ar and N2 that
collects liquid directly from the heat exchanger. The packing in the reservoir separates tl,.2- liquid
from the gas as it emerges from the JT nozzle, retains the liquid in wit king material as it is rapidly
depressurized, and transfers heat to the liquid or solid cryogen during the hold period with a small
temperature rise. Tests were run to simulate its use in a sounding rocket

PROCESS

Two basic means have been tried for filling the reservoir with cryogen as shown in Figure 1. The
first, Fig. I a, is to have two separate gas supply bottles, one which supplies gas to the IT heat
exchanger at a high pressure, e-g N2 or Ar at 40 MPa, and a second which contains the gas that
fills the reservoir at a lower pressure, e.g N2 at I MPa. Cold gas from the JT heat exchangei
flows through another heat exchanger on the outside of the reservoir which cools the reservoir
and causes the gas in the reservoir to condense until the reservoir is either full or the reservoir
bottle pressure has dropped to the saturation pressure corresponding to the reservoir temperature.
For example, a IT heat exchanger operating with Ar might cool the reservoir to 95 K
corresponding to the Ar pressure in the evaporator being .21 MPa. Thus, if N2 is condensing in
the reservoir, the supply bottle prezsure would not drop below .54 MPa. After filling the
reservoir with cryogen the IT flow can be stopped and the vent valve on the reservoir opened to a
low pressure corresponding to the saturation temperature that is desired in the reservoir It is
important that residual gas in the JT heat exchanger also be vented so that residual gas does not
condense and freeze in the evaporator when the reservoir temperature is reduced
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ABSTRACT

JT Cryostats have been developed which cooldown quickly and collect liquid in a
reservoir which can then be vented to vacuum to solidify the cryogi., i and provide
refrigeration at temperatures below the triple point. This paper describes an experimental
unit which was designed for use with Ar and N2 which has a packing in the reservoir that
separates the liquid from the gas as it emerges from the YT nozzle, retains the liquid in a
wick material as it is rapidly depressurized, and transfers heat to the solid cryogen during
the hold period with a small temperature difference.

Examples are given of experiments that simulate a sounding rocket test in which
the cryostat is cooled down on the ground and vented to a vacuum pump foi pre-launch
calibrations, flown into space with liquid maintained by a small on-board tank of gas,
then solid cryogen is formed by stoppiig the IT flow and venting to vacuum.
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FIGURE I Process Schematics for Two Methods ofFilling A Reservoir With a Cryogen
Using a JT Cooler.

(a) Externally-Cooled Reservoir
(b) Inte.-nally-Cooled Reservoir

The packing in the reservoir must consist of an extended surface heat transfer matenral that can
transfer heat from the condensing cryogen in the reservoir to the JT flow in the evaporator and a
wicking material that retains the cryogen when the rapid pressure reduction causes violent boiling
of the liquid cryogen. Open passages are also needed to let the gas excape without entraining
liquid during depressurization. Porous copper and aluminum have been used for this purpose but
a better type of packing has been developed as described in [I] A two-stage N2/lt 2 iT cryostat
of this type which used the new packing material to solidify 112 has been described in [2].

The second method of filling the reservoir, Fig. I b, is to have cold gasiliquid from the JT heat
exchanger flow directly into the reservoir and collect there. The packing in the reservoir for this
process must serve as a phase separator to remove liquid from the JT flow which may have a high
velocity. Other requirements for the reservoir packing are the same as for the externally cooled
reservoir.

The externally cooled reservoir cryoqat has the following relative advantages.

0 By monitoring the pressure in the reservoir supply tank, it is possible to know when the
reservoir is full and how much liquid has been condensed
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0 A highei iompetature gas with hight, J I cooling ecfect such as Ar can be used to
condense a lower temperature gas such as N2

The internally cooled reservoir cry'ostat has the tbllowvinu relative advantages

• The reservoir can be lighter because less heat exchanger surface is needed

a The reservoir can be lighter because it can be designed for a lower pressure.

* The residual gas in the heat exchanger is vented along with the pas from the reservoir

0 Less cryogen is vaporized to cool the reservoir froma the fill temperature to the base
temperature because the reservoir is lighter.

When venting to vacuum the minimum temperature that is reached depends primarily on the flow
restrictions in the vent path. An internally filled reservoir that is vented through the heat
exchanger would not reach as low a temperature as a design that had a separate, less restrictive
vent tube with a valve that opens after JT flow has been stopped, ref Fig. Ib option

EXPERIMENTAL CRYOSTAT DESIGN

Figure 2 shows the design of the JT heat exchanger and internally cooled reservoir that was
tested. A finned-tube heat exchanger with a central mandrel tube has an extension on the cold
end such that the gas/liquid mixture flows out the end of the ex-tension after flowing through the
JT restrictot. The heat exchanger slides into a sleeve which has the reservoir connected at the
cold end Adjustments can be made to the JT restrictor by simply removing the heat exchanger.

The reservoir is designed with a thin stainless steel housing and a flat copper end cap that serves
as the cold plate where the device be;, I cooled is mounted. The packing in the reservoir consists
of alternating layers of porou- copper and wicking material which has a very fine pore size The
copper layers are soldered .'ong .t, bottom edge to the cold plate. Gas from the IT heat
exclanger :,.ipingc- on the back side ofthe cold plate theni flows radially out along the cold plate
and back tPrc igh the por'us -opper la-,ers before returning to the heat exchanger. This flow path
causes the -old plkc c. t,. cool first a%-. t)',n liquid collects in the packing. Capillary attraction of
the liquid in the poi,:' ot the wick is high, so that nioder_, , gas velocities throUtgi' tl, conductor
are possiole ,,hooi 1-..,n,: ',n ou:ci out of the wick Similarly, when the reservoir is
depressurized ,ae opeýn structui, If',Ii conductor laver allow, gas to escape with very little
entrainn-'-it of'iluid "lh.v lcstervoir was des',,..d t, w s ore '60 J of cooling after being filled with
L.N, at 30 K In c. oling to 70 Z., '.0 I is used to coo: thý. reervoir and the iemaining LN-,.
•i.rnlmar'.i 105 J is '.,,.d 'o coo' ftrorm •O K to 60 1" leaving 355 J available tbr cooling at W0 K
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HIGURE 2 Experimental Cryostat Having a Finned-Tube Heat Exchanger
Flowing Cold Gas / Liquid Through An Internally-Cooled Reservoir

"ILST ARRANG|"MLENI

lIg 3 shuws a scheiiiatic diagram of the tcst sctup that was used to simulate the operation ofthe
experimental crv'stat in a sounding rocket. The mission that is envisioned would occur in the
0ilowing four phases

P 1hase I Open V I & V2. 'I he unit would cool down on the ground with N2 supplied at constant
pressure f-orn a standard cylinder and vacuum provided by a pump, both to be letU on the

gi ound. A temperature of about 70K is maintained to do a giound test of the instrunict.

Phase 2 Close VI then V2. Just bcfoic launch, th,: gas supply and vent lines are scaled and
disconnected so that dur ing the 2-minute tlyout the c l. III Oi' c t1e reservoir is warming and

the pressure is increasing
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FIGURE 3 Experimental Test Set Up to Simulate a Space Flight Including Cooling
on the Ground From a Large Tank, Cooling in Space From an On-Board
Bottle, and Coasting on Cryogen Stored in the Reservoir

Phase 3 Open V2. When the flight unit has reached a space environment the vent valve iB
reopmned and the valve on the on-board gas supply bottle is opened. The cryostat then
returns to the cold operating temperature, which will be the same as on the ground, if a
pressure regulator maintains the same supply prcssure. The liquid cryogen that boiled off
during the flyout is replenished as gas flow continues. If the gas supply line does not have a
pressure regulatoi, then the reservoir temperature will drop as the boutlc pressure and gas flow
rate drop.

Phase 4 Gas flow is stopped and cooling is nmintained by evaporation oi sublimation of the
cryogen that has been stored in the reservoir. Stopping the gas flow results in low pressure
diop in the heat exchanger, which causes the reservoir temperature to drop if V2 is lefi open
Ih oider to keep the tetnperature (uring the coast pCliod at about the same temperature as
wineni gas is flowing, the vent flow can be icdirected to flow thiough a r es;liictoir by closing
V2 and opening V3
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TEST RESULTrS

A iiquid nitrogen boiloff csi N-cntiflg to atmosp~heric pressure was run~ ýu measuacý tile static heat
loss. It was measured to be 345 mW. For subsequent tests the thermnal capacity of thle cr-yogen in
the reservoir was cakuklated as beinig equal to the applied heat load, plus 345 mW times the coast
time.

The following p,-- zmeters were varied in running thic tests:

a) J'[ .--fioe flow rate, Co = 5.3, 2.0 anid 1 0 Llman at standard conditions,
N2 at - MI S N1a and 21 'C

b) Fill temaperature - 66 K to 81I K

c) Orientation - Up, down

d) Gas - N2 , Ar

e) Vent line pressure - < I kPa to I0 I kPa

The gas supply was changed from 40 MPa for cooldown to 15S to 20 MPa during the fill period.
Temperature during the fill period was dependent on pressure drop in thle heat exchanger -4nd the
setting of the vent valves.

Stored Reffiacration Capacity

Initially, the iT restrictor was set with a flow of 5.3 L/min at standard conditions. Fill
temperatures for N2 were In thle range of 77 K to 8i I K and vent pressures were set so hold
temperatures in the range of 60 K to 79 K. TIhermial sltorage capacity for these tests are shown in
Fig 4. Results for the cold end down orientation show results that are comparable to the
predicted values. When the. unit was oriented cold end up, however, thle retained N2 was only
about 60% of the predicted amouni

Two tests were run in which the temperature of the reservoir was reduced to about 70 K by,
flowing fie through the heat exchaniger venting. to atmnospheric pressure lather than using a
vacuum pumnp. lemperati re could be changed by changing the Ilie flow rate. T[he heat exchanger
is efficient enough so that therc is a relatively smiall loss of stin:ed cooling in doing this.

TFie flow in the )T restrictoi was reduccd to 2.0 [1/mm at standard conditions anid a test was Fun~
at thle same fill tcaiiperature of 80 K followed by pumip down to 61) K in thle cold end up
oricntation. A thermial storage capac:ity 50 %/ gacatei than aniticip~ated was nacasua ed (plotted IN
F~ig 4) This Indicates that thle higher flow rates we, e c~msing, liquid to be blown out ol the wick
during, the fill period
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More tests were run with the iT restrictor set at 2.0 and 1 .0 L/min at standard conditions. The
lower flow rate resulted in lowe: pressure drop in the heat exchanger so that the reservoir could
be filled at temperatures in the range of 67 to 70 K, for which the reservoir is calculated to retain
520 J of cooling with LN2 Results of thermal capacity measurements for this series of tests are
shown in Fig. 5. In the cold end up orlientation, the stored refrigeration is close to the predicted
value, while with the cold end down, the capacity is almost twice the predicted amnount

Temrperature Chanige

As beat flows into the reservoir from the cold plate, the cryogen closest to the cold plate
vaporizes first. As the cryogen vaporlizes, the distance to the remnaining cryogen increases and tire
heat transfer surface area of the cryogen decreases TIhese two factors caustc tire tea'rpciatllui:
differeceic between the cold plate and cryogen to increase at an increasing rate.

Temperature change yea sts t~rrae for the last 10( minutes of the hold penod is plotted In 1-ig. 6
or a numiber of tests All of'thc tests tbillow paths that are quite sinrillai . '1enipcaturc durling thle

last 2 minutes is seen to Iincrease 110111 ain avei age dii iremicnct of 1.3 K to an average diflkmcnce of
3.2 K
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FIGURE 5 Measured Thermal Storage Capacity for LN 2 Filling the Reservoir at 67 K to 70 K

If an application requires that tile temperature be more constant, there are several options, as

follows.

a) design tile sei YVo, fv i extra capacity so that only about 80%
of the cryogen is vaporized during tile period when cooling is
needed.

b) design the ieservoir with a higher tatio of thermal conductor to
wick and smaller length to diameter ratio

c) use a variable restrictor in the vent line cOupied to a conlroller
to reduce the ciyoge l) pICssurc and temperature as the A -% increases
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FIGURE 6 Temperature Rise During the Last 10 Minutes of the Coast Period
For N2 and Ar -- in Test Reservoir.
250 mW applied Load + 345 mW of Static Load.

Fih Simulation

Tests were run to simulate cooldown and operation oni the ground, launch uinto space, cooling
from an on-board gas bottle, followed by coasting from the stored cryogen.

Fig. 7 shows a plot of a test that was run with the JT restnictor set at 2.0 L/fin~n at standard
conditions for whiich we tiled to maintain a temperature of about 70K during the flight phases.
This test was run with N2 in a cold end down orientation, and no additional heat load applied
After cooldown, a temlperatui e of 74 K was held as established by, the pressure drop in the beat
exchanger and restriction in the vent line, V2 open and \V3 closed]. Just prior to launch, the gas
supply valve is closed and the reservoir allowed to cool to 68 K before closing the vent valves.
During the next 12Us, tthe temperature in tihe reservoir rises back to 74 K. Vent valve V3 Is then
reopened to vacuum, after which V4 is opened to supply gas to the cryostat During the period of'
operation firom the .5 L on-board gas bottle, the supply pressure drops from 32 MPa to
10 M11a and the tcrnperature drops frorn 74 K to 70 K
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FIGURE 7 Experimerntal Flight Test with N2 in Which the Vent Valves are Adjusted
to Maintain a Temperature of About 70 K.

The coast phase is initiated by increasing the restriction in the vent line, opening V3 and closing
V2, then closing the gas supply valvc V4, and closing %V3 at a rate that gets to the desired coast

temperature fast without getting too cold. The valve adjustment for this test resulted in a
tcmperature of 67.7 K after the temperature stabilized, rising to 68 6 K when about 85% of the
LN- had vaponized.

Fig, 8 shows another test for which the JT restrictor flow was 1 0 Limin at standard conditions
and the unit was oriented cold end up Both vent valves, V2 and V3, were set full open during all
but the launchi phase of the test. This resulted in a temperature of 66 K being held on the ground
with no applied heat load, and 67 5 K dropping to 67.0 K when operating with the on-board
bottle and 250 mW applied. Duuing the coast pha:;e, the temperature dropped to so.3 K with 25u
rnW applied and 55.0 K when the heater was turned off.
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FIGURE 8 Experimental Flight Test x•th N2 in Which the Vent Valves aiv r~ully Opened

to Lk,anufsti ,u•. M;ttt. -Trr, j,.atu, es.

Similar tests with Ar showed temperatures to be about 10 K warmer than for N2 and coast times
to be liongeI.

SUMMARY

A Jil Cryostat with an• integral reservoir has been built and tested with N2 and Ar venting to

Li

vacuum. The reservoir packing which consists of layers of thermally-conducting porous copper
and a non-thermally conducting wick is elfective in removing, liquid direct from the JT flow,
stream and retaining it in the wick during the fill period and during the period of rapid
depressurization in a cold-end up orientation
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Simulation of an experiment that starts on the ground then flies into space showed that when
using N2 it is possible to operate at 66 K while on the ground venting to a vacuum pump and in
space veating to vacuum with gas supplied from an on-board bottle. When flow was stopped, the
temperature dropped to 55 K then warmed about 1.5 K at the time when 85% of the solid N1 has
sublimed. The temperature difference between the load and the solid cryogen is a function of the
heat transfer path and the load. Temperature can be controlled by adjusting a vent line valve
which affects the pressure at which the cryogen in the reservoir sublimes.

Argon enables the unit to cool down faster and store more refrigeration than N2 , but the
temperature for comparable conditions is about 10 K greater. The temperature in the reservoir
can also be depressed without using a vacuum pump by having He flow through the heat
exchanger and stored cryogen.
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